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Worlds in a Small Room
Christopher Honeyman*
In the lead article of this symposium, Marc Galanter points out that steeply
declining trial rates hold true across a variety of trial genres, including state and
federal courts, criminal and civil matters, and even federal administrative agen-
cies' own trial equivalents. This brief essay will explore a new setting in which to
examine Galanter's thesis.
As Galanter notes, the statistics of state agency case handling are not only
highly fragmented, they are often poorly documented. The variety of these agen-
cies and their circumstances suggest, however, that some might reward Vanishing
Trial study for reasons related to each such agency's idiosyncratic circumstances.
This follows from the fact that the variety makes it at least theoretically possible
to find an agency in which one or more of the overlapping variables in the Vanish-
ing Trial court-based discussion is missing. The Wisconsin Employment Rela-
tions Commission (WERC), the agency here described, is a good starting point.
As a result of its unique structure and circumstances, it is at least arguable that all
five "stories" of the Vanishing Trial are there conspicuous mostly for their ab-
sence. It thus might serve as a sort of temporary benchmark-temporary because
it should immediately be disclosed that it is not possible to do full justice here to
40 years of statistics, and because more undoubtedly remains to be discovered
even about this one agency.
In Madison, Wisconsin, State Street--closed as it is to private cars-serves as
a metaphor of the impasse between theory and practice. At one end lies the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin, and at the other end lies the state government and the busi-
ness center of the city. During most of the 40 years addressed in Galanter's re-
search, the small state agency I am using as a sample for the Vanishing Trial sto-
ries was less than a mile away from Galanter's office.
Galanter lists five "stories" which might explain the Vanishing Trial phe-
nomenon: convergence, displacement, assimilation, transformation, and evolu-
tion. Each of these stories, for its own reasons, looks a bit different through the
prism of the agency experience described in this article. But the purpose is not to
challenge any of Galanter's five stories. In fact, one modest form of support for
the five stories is that when, in given circumstances, it is defensible to find that
none of the stories is applicable to a given set of data, and when the data show not
only a significantly higher trial rate than the courts but a much slower rate of de-
crease, taken together these factors suggest that the five stories may not be far off
the mark. This in turn suggests that other small shops scattered throughout the
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United States, adroitly selected, might allow for a comparison of one or another of
the five stories in a way that would allow their associated phenomena to be iso-
lated, at least to some degree.
The WERC has a number of features salient for the immediate purpose.
Since its creation in the 1930s, it has been generally regarded as among the most
competent agencies in its field. It is the only such agency which has always of-
fered the full range of neutral services through the same professional staff. Each
member of the staff is cross-trained, typically serving as a mediator, an arbitrator,
and an administrative law judge with some regularity. This resulted in a micro-
culture within labor-management relations, in which Wisconsin parties for dec-
ades have been accustomed to a certain fluidity in the character of a case filed
with the WERC. When parties are trained by repeat-player experience,' once an
administrative law proceeding has commenced, not to expect to see "just" an ad-
ministrative law judge and a trial-like process, interesting possibilities develop
both for case handling and for study.
I should note that I write here not so much as a student of conflict resolution,
which I am, but as a former staff member of the WERC, in which I served hun-
dreds of times in each of its various professional capacities over nearly two dec-
ades. It was routine throughout that period,2 before it,3 and in the almost-decade
since 4 for there to be a stalwart effort at mediation of any administrative law pro-
ceeding begun at the agency. Also, it was not unknown for a case to mutate in a
fashion wholly consonant with the idea that a dispute resolution system which
intends actually to serve the public should "fit the forum to the fuss." For exam-
ple, Commission-appointed administrative law judges (ALJs) 5 have also, from
time to time, accepted the "transformation" of a case begun as a form of litigation
into an arbitration, in which the agency accepts the complaining party's with-
drawal of the administrative law matter and appoints an arbitrator-sometimes,
even the same individual, and on the spot.
At the WERC, the bulk of the case-by-case departures away from trial-like
settings have always been toward mediation. The previously noted cross-training,
along with the widespread perception that the agency's staff was among the best
within the United States, means that a number of circumstances which have at-
tended other fora since the 1962 beginning of Galanter's more detailed statistical
study were, in this particular setting, "present at the creation." Furthermore, the
economics of the agency and the labor economics of its staff members (who al-
most always carried relatively high caseloads, and were not paid extra for doing or
making more work) combined to ensure that any opening, provided by parties
who might allow a staff member appointed as an administrative law judge to
change hats and serve as a mediator, would be enthusiastically taken up. While
the talents and skills of the staff members varied,6 every staff member received
1. The parties that appear before the WERC are, to a very high degree, repeat players.
2. From observation and experience.
3. By anecdote and tradition.
4. This was confirmed by the agency's chair, Judy Neumann, and its General Counsel, Peter Davis.
5. Known as hearing examiners in Wisconsin parlance, but I will use the more widely familiar term
here.
6. See Christopher Honeyman, Five Elements of Mediation, NEGOT. J., Apr. 1988; Christopher
Honeyman, On Evaluating Mediators, NEGOT. J., Jan. 1990 (containing detailed discussions of these
variations and of efforts made to improve the quality of mediation service to the parties).
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regular practice as a mediator. For many years, "mediator" was actually the job
title in which they were employed, regardless of their arbitration and ALJ func-
tions. Since there is a plethora of evidence that skills of mediators in court set-
tings also vary widely, there is no basis to believe that the skills of the average
WERC mediator have been in any way deficient compared to the average media-
tor available to the parties in state or federal court, and indeed some reason exists
to believe the opposite.
Upon delving into the statistics compiled by the agency over 40 years, it is in-
teresting to discover that the trial rate at all times has exceeded the rate in the fed-
eral courts, though the trend was for many years in the same direction.7 I have
examined the agency's annual and biennial reports from 1962 through 2005 (all
years described here are fiscal, and end June 30).8 Except for relatively recent
ones, the case files themselves were routinely buried in archives or destroyed,
making the agency's statistical reports the primary source material available.
9
Admittedly, these reports pose some difficulties in a multi-decade compari-
son. This is partly because the types of numbers deemed worth reporting to the
governor or state legislature, and the ways in which those numbers were compiled,
varied considerably over time.' 0 In particular, it is impossible from the reported
data to match the definition of "trial" closely to that used in the federal courts.
The exception is for a single biennial period (1973-75) in which the reporting
officials thought to break out settlements and withdrawals of formal complaints
(i.e., administrative law proceedings, as distinguished from the agency's non-legal
services such as arbitration and mediation) that were achieved before hearing as
opposed to during the hearing.'" During that one biennial period, about half of the
settlements and withdrawals of complaints took place during the hearing.' 2 This
almost certainly reflects vigorous mediation efforts by the administrative law
judge upon arrival at the hearing, unless something about those two years was
sharply different from my own observations and experience there, which began
about three years after the close of that period. In the brief statistics summary
which follows, I have joined those categories for the two years in which they can
be distinguished, in order to make those years comparable to the rest of the 43-
year period covered.
For purposes of this essay, not only is the definition of "trial" an administra-
tive law hearing (similar to the federal agencies Galanter discusses), but "tried"
means a case in which a decision on the merits actually was issued by the trier of
fact, the AU.
7. Source: Annual and biennial reports of the WERC to the Governor and Legislature of Wiscon-
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Compilation of Settlement Rates13
[Vol. 2006
Case Ce Ce Cw ICw IMP I I PP(S PP(S) Line
I~i~ I Settled TRIED Settled T ]ED Seted TRID Settled TRIED TotalsI I -A
Closed cases b, annual or biennial report. by tve
1962-63 19 24 2 2 47
1963-64 24 25 2 1 52
1964-65 33 18 3 l 2 2 59
1965-66 35 26 3 1 3 5 73
1969-70 20 22 4 2 4 4 0 2 58
1970-72 0970-71,no report found; 1971-72, no useful numbers)
1972-73 34 36 1 3 5 1 56 27 4 0 165
1973-75 74 42 inclu inCE 125 86 4 1 332
number
1962-75TOTAL 239 193 15 10 192 126 8 3 786TOTAL
1975-7715 48 29 2 3 156 99 7 9 353
1977-79 60 24 4 0 153 81 9 6 337
1979-81 61 35 2 I 150 59 10 9 327
1981-83 34 30 3 0 134 66 8 10 285
1983-85 38 15 1 1 208 65 12 5 345
1975-85TOTAL 241 133 12 5 801 370 46 39 1647TOTAL
1985-87 27 I1 1 5 194 28 15 2 278
1987-89 15 6 3 3 184 62 14 0 287
1989-91 27 9 1 1 229 30 8 5 310
1991-93 10 6 1 0 177 44 20 3 261
1993-95 17 3 3 0 244 23 * a 2901985-95
TOTAL 96 35 9 4 1028 187 57 10 1426
1995-97 14 7 4 0 203 60 33 6 327
1997-99 13 2 4 1 179 74 22 8 303
1999-2001 8 6 0 2 159 41 22 12 250
2001-03 12 6 * 178 37 9 1 243
2003-05 0 0 * 121 35 11 5 172
1995-
2005 47 21 8 3 840 247 97 32 1295
TOTAL I I
*Reported numbers here do not discriminate between dismissals on the merits and per adjustment or withdrawal
and therefore are omitted.
**Totals are not directly comparable to numbers above. After 1977 different "primary allegations' are broken out
separately, and it is possible that sometimes more than one allegation was deemed "primary." Based on personal
experience I have made the assumption that cases settled did not, on average, include more or fewer such "primary
allegations" than cases decided.
Figure 1
I will summarize the key findings here. For reasons discussed below, I have
chosen to split the 43-year period involved into terms of roughly a decade, which
not only allows the aggregate caseload of a relatively small agency (which never
rose to a size above two dozen professional staff, and is now smaller) to add up to
statistically useful numbers, but also smooths out variations which occur with
some regularity for a year or two at a time because of the "pattern bargaining"
13. Figure 1 shows a compilation of settlement rates, in periods corresponding to the agency's
annual or biennial reports. In most years, the agency adopted a biennial format; in certain years, how-
ever, annual reports were filed. Ce is the agency's code for complaint cases filed by individuals or
unions against private sector employers; Cw means complaints by employers or individuals against
private sector unions; MP means complaints by anyone against a municipal sector employer or union;
PP(S) covers all complaints against the employer or a union concerning any covered variety of State of
Wisconsin employment.
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characteristic of public-sector unions under the kind of statutory scheme which
governed Wisconsin public-sector labor relations during most of this period.14
Thus from 1962 to 1975,'5 the agency closed a total of 786 administrative law
("complaint") cases, of which 42.2 percent resulted in a decision at least at the
ALJ level, with the remainder being settled either before or during hearing. 16
From 1975 to 1985, because of a rapid expansion resulting from legislative
changes which gave public-sector unions the right to engage in arbitration on a
broad level, the caseload jumped to 1,647 complaint cases in that decade. 17 The
trial rate, however, dropped to 33.2 percent." From 1985 to 1995, the caseload
eased somewhat, to 1426 complaint cases, and the trial rate dropped sharply, to
16.5 percent. 19 But in the final decade of this series, 1995 to 2005, the caseload
was again slightly lower, at 1295 complaint cases, while the trial rate rebounded
somewhat, to 23.3 percent.20
These trial rates are remarkably larger than the numbers being compiled in
federal court for the corresponding decades. That is particularly remarkable when
one takes into account the automatic availability of a trained mediator, in effect,
on the spot at every administrative law hearing the WERC has ever held. Parties,
however, are often reluctant to utilize a decision-maker "to the hilt" as a mediator.
The degree to which an ethical professional neutral restrains himself or herself
from zealous mediation is also significant, due to conflicts between the two hats
the person involved is inevitably wearing. 21 For a considerable period after about
1984, the agency undertook specific efforts to try to ameliorate this concern by
appointing its most successful mediators (or rotating a small panel of them) to
attempt mediation in every new complaint case. This had two effects material to
this discussion.
First, it highly insulated the assigned ALJ from getting too far into a media-
tion, in order to avoid triggering a conflict that might result in the ALJ withdraw-
14. In general terms, it is a commonplace among WERC mediators, though not necessarily the
subject of scholarship, that package final offer interest arbitration, as a mechanism for resolving im-
passes in bargaining, is extraordinarily effective at preventing public-sector strikes, but at some cost to
creativity-essentially because the typical statutory scheme under which it is enacted demands that
extensive comparisons be made by the arbitrator to other similarly situated bargaining units. This
typically creates a whole chain of activity by the parties in an effort to structure their proposals around
"defensible" criteria. The result, in a nutshell, is that unions and employers under such a statutory
scheme tend to engage in bargaining that is significantly affected by regional patterns. The pull and
haul of the bargaining process leads to a degree of "patterned" complaint-case activity as well. The
whys and wherefores, however, are too complex for a short essay.
15. Usable statistics, coincidentally to Galanter's federal court data, began in 1962 for the WERC,
and I have allowed the initial "decade" to run to 13 years because there were some years during that
time when no report appears to have been made to the governor and legislature and the data have been
lost for all practical purposes.





21. The most obvious example is that a caucus, a tool used routinely by mediators in labor-
management disputes, is off-limits to an ALJ-mediator who is not willing immediately to recuse her-
self, because of the obvious exparte problem it creates.
No. 1]
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ing, causing the case to be reassigned. 22 The staff member assigned solely to ex-
plore the mediation possibilities of the case, and barred from discussing the case
with the assigned AU, suffered no such inhibitions. This may have raised the
settlement rates and lowered the trial rates accordingly. The skill differences
among WERC staff members are also significant.23 It was well known to the
repeat-player parties, as well as within the agency, that despite cross-training and
cross-experience, some staff members were more oriented toward the formal work
and others toward mediation. As a matter of ordinary management, those deemed
stronger at mediation were normally assigned higher percentages of their respec-
tive caseloads in mediation-type work than those staff members who were seen as
stronger at decision-writing. Two possible effects resulted. First, as noted above,
a few staff members who were known as particularly indomitable mediators were
assigned circa 1984 to every incoming complaint case for a mediation effort, even
before the case was assigned to an ALJ (this arrangement continued, in essential
character, though at times with a single mediator or with other changes in the
individuals involved, well into the 1990s). 24 This coincided with a sharp drop in
the trial rate.
Second, beginning around the mid to late 1990s, the assigned staff members
(or sometimes, member-see fn. 24) began to get significantly overloaded as a
result of popularity in other mediation work. The agency then began to spread the
complaint-case mediation work around a more varied selection of staff members,
not all of whom greeted this assignment with consistent enthusiasm. Other exi-
gencies have resulted in the pattern of these assignments appearing not particu-
larly consistent since; but the trend seems to have roughly coincided with the start
of a rise in the trial rate which continued thereafter. While the data reviewed here
are nowhere near sufficient to establish causation, they do suggest the possibility
that most or all of the entire drop in trial rate from roughly 1985 through the fol-
lowing decade might be due to the first administrative change, with most or all of
the rise in the trial rate thereafter due to the second such change, or set of changes.
Still, there is nothing about these administrative changes that would explain a
more significant phenomenon: a much higher trial rate overall than is experienced
in the same respective decade in federal court. Comparisons to some of the "five
stories," however, may explain this overall higher trial rate.
It is possible that arbitrary selection of which years to count as a "decade"
might have affected, at the least, the perceived trajectory across those decades. As
a check, the figures were recalculated using a different starting year. Beginning
with a decade defined as 1969 to 1979 (because the biennial reports are filed in
odd-numbered years) generates a case total for the first decade of 1245 complaint
22. It was not, however, a "pure" separation, since there continued to be cases in which the assigned
mediator was not able to work out a deal but in which a renewed mediation effort by the AU was
welcomed, or even solicited, by the parties.
23. See Honeyman, 1988 and 1990, supra note 6.
24. Several former colleagues recall this sequence in similar general terms, but with greater or lesser
variations as to dates and personnel involved. The case records, meanwhile, are somewhat obscure as
to this type of assignment. I am indebted to Coleen Bums, Bill Houlihan and David Shaw, and particu-
larly to Rick McLaughlin for pointing out that practice in assigning cases was never quite as neat as the
ostensible principle of the day. For all these reasons, all conclusions related to this type of assignment
should be taken with a good helping of salt.
[Vol. 2006
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cases, with a 38.4 percent trial rate. 25 1979 to 1989 generates 1522 complaint
cases, with a 26.8 percent trial rate; and 1989 to 1999 generates 1491 complaint
26cases, with an 18.9 percent trial rate. These numbers are generally consonant
with the previous definition of the decades involved.
One alternative explanation for the overall higher trial rates is that Wisconsin
municipal labor disputes were often more tense than state employee and private
sector labor disputes (though all three generated significant numbers of complaint
cases for the WERC, because of its broad jurisdiction). Virtually throughout the
last three decades of the period discussed, something about those cases, and in
particular their tendency toward pattern bargaining, might vary sharply from ex-
perience with the other groups. For this reason, a numbers series was generated
that excludes municipal cases. In the 1962 to 1975 period, there were 468 com-
plaint cases affecting employers and unions in the private sector, the State of Wis-
consin itself and its public-sector unions, with a 44.0 percent trial rate.2 1 From
1975 to 1985, there were 476 cases in this category, with a 37.2 percent trial
rate.28 From 1985 to 1995, the total dropped sharply, to 211 cases, with a 23.2
percent trial rate; and from 1995 to 2005, there were 208 total cases, with a 26.9
percent trial rate.29 Again, the exclusion of the single largest category of cases
turns out to make very little difference in the trial rate in each decade examined.
As a final check of the consistency of these numbers, the WERC's longtime
General Counsel Peter Davis has kindly made available to me his personal track-
ing of numbers of AU decisions issued year by year since 1984.3o





30. Summary from Peter Davis, WERC General Counsel, Dec. 2005 (on file with author).
No. 1]
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Decisions include decisions grant-
ing motions to dismiss, but not
decisions denying such motions
Figure 2
Aggregated over the two decades since, his data shows 347 decisions issued
from 1984 to 1995, and 269 decisions issued from 1995 to 2005.32 Allowing for
the fact that the earlier period is one year longer, the average in the first decade is
about 12 percent higher than the second decade, which is not entirely consistent
with the numbers used above. I am advised that this series, however, includes all
decisions by ALJs granting motions to dismiss, while the annual and biennial
reports' statistics discussed above tabulate complaints dismissed "on the merits"
but do not permit some other distinctions, such as between cases dismissed only
after an actual hearing and those dismissed based on a prehearing motion. Motion
practice was never a large part of a WERC ALJ's work year, but successful mo-
tions to dismiss may have been frequent enough to explain the apparent disparity.
FACTORS UNIQUE TO THE SETTING
Consistent with practice elsewhere in the United States, Wisconsin private-
sector unions have suffered a substantial loss in membership, especially when
considered as a proportion of the rising overall work force during the relevant
period.33 The private sector complaint cases dropped drastically from 1962 to
2005, though it is beyond the scope of this essay to examine whether the reason is
31. Id. (compilation of summary from Peter Davis, WERC General Counsel).
32. Id.
33. See U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Union Members in 2005, available at
ftp://ftp.bls.gov/pub/news.releaselunion2.txt (last visited June 1, 2006.)
[Vol. 2006
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related more to increasing sophistication in the private sector labor and manage-
ment bar, as well as their clients, or to the drop in numbers of organized units. 34
There were also, of course, enormous changes in the public sector. As this data
series began, Wisconsin passed its first statute allowing full-scale collective bar-
gaining in police and fire bargaining units, and over the first quadrant of the num-
bers series primarily discussed here (1962 to 1975), bargaining rights were ex-
tended to all municipal employees, including the numerous and quite militant
schoolteachers' unions (Wisconsin operates public education through more than
400 local school boards, allowing for a plethora of bargaining units).35
The following decade, 1975 to 1985, saw a rapid increase in public-sector or-
ganization, partly because of the 1977 passage of legislation allowing either party
in a typical municipal bargaining unit (i.e., including teacher units, and with ex-
ceptions too narrow to matter here) to compel the other to arbitrate unresolved
terms of a new contract, which allowed even rural public-sector unions to organ-
ize and press their claims effectively. 36 1985 to 1995 saw the beginning of a re-
trenchment in which public-sector employers effectively pressed for changes in
the interest-arbitration and school finance statutes to reduce what they saw as
excessively generous contracts resulting from excessive union power. And 1995
to 2005 has seen more of the same.
Thus, for varying reasons, in each of these decades one or the other party in
the municipal sector typically perceived a deficiency in its relative power at the
bargaining table. This might logically be seen as a significant temptation for these
politically sophisticated parties to file "strategic" administrative law proceedings
in an effort to obtain leverage. There existed a perception during this time at the
WERC that many of the complaint cases we saw were motivated (on either one or
both sides) as much by strategic conduct at or away from the bargaining table as
by the actual legal claims made. This may, in part, explain the relatively high trial
rate throughout my time there.
Finally, the agency's longstanding accommodation of parties' political reality
experienced significant growth in usage starting in the late 1990s. As long as
anyone can remember, it has often been perceived by one party or another as nec-
essary to file a formal complaint. 37 Thereafter, however, it was often then mutu-
ally convenient to both parties to agree sotto voce to defer actually trying the case
indefinitely, in hopes of an eventual settlement on broader matters in which it
would become a mere bargaining chip.38 Thus a certain number of cases was held
"in limbo" by mutual agreement of the parties on any given date. The number
apparently increased enough in and since the late 1990s to contribute notably to
the declining number of AUl decisions issued in the last years covered in Tables 1
and 2.
The relative costs involved are influential, no doubt, compared to trying a
case in federal or state court. Even anecdotal information as to billing rates, and
amount of time invested in preparing a typical complaint case before the WERC,
34. Id.
35. Sec. 111.70, Wis. Stats.
36. Sec. 111 .70(4)cm.6, Wis. Stats.
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reveals that it was a common observation that far from investing tens or hundreds
of thousands of dollars in discovery (discovery was essentially disallowed under
WERC policy), a number of parties were served by counsel who were retained on
stringent economic terms and tended, if anything, to under-prepare. Furthermore,
because of the desirability of public-sector labor law clients, to law firms on the
management side who hope for other and more lucrative business from the mu-
nicipality, and because Wisconsinites are famous for being able to "guard a dol-
lar" in evaluating public-sector bids as well as in private life, pricing tends to be
keen on the management side. On the union side, the prevailing wages of union
members, the declining power of unions in the private sector, and what many
union-side attorneys see as a commitment to a cause, have long combined to keep
union-side lawyers' pricing relatively low, compared to what many parties in fed-
eral court would expect to pay for a similar level of talent and complexity of case
in some other domain.
CONCLUSION: Do THE "FIVE STORIES" OF THE VANISHING TRIAL TELL A
DIFFERENT STORY HERE?
What, if anything, does this unusual set of experiences tell us about Gal-
anter's five Vanishing Trial stories? Although the data assembled here are not
sufficient to say anything conclusive, this experience and these numbers are of-
fered more as an illustration, to suggest that other such stories may be awaiting
study in holes and corners throughout the dispute resolution universe, such that
together they might be very revealing. For now, within the miniature but surpris-
ingly consistent world of practice represented by the WERC, a few rough conclu-
sions seem defensible on at least an "eyeball" basis.
It seems that the convergence story is inapposite, and not simply because it
starts with the concept of the jury, which plainly does not apply here. The remain-
ing aspect of convergence, as used by Galanter, encompasses "a more investiga-
tive and managerial judicial role," but that has really not changed significantly
throughout this period, in the unique circumstances of the WERC.
The displacement story, meanwhile, is itself already relocated, so that the
starting point is an administrative tribunal, not a trial in a courtroom by a judge.40
Yet the remainder of the displacement story, which presumably maps the reloca-
tion of the main effort in a case from a trial-like setting such as an ALJ's hearing
into mediation or perhaps arbitration, is notable for the degree to which it has not
changed over the 40-plus years covered by the data here: trial rates have dropped
by about half, but that is in contrast with the far steeper decline in the courts that
Galanter has pointed out. To the extent the displacement story in court relates to
the rapidly increasing costs of trial, there may be something to be drawn from a
comparison of the relatively low drop in trial rate at the WERC, in conjunction
with the strongly suspected (relatively) low increase in the costs of such proceed-
40. It is worth noting here, however, that a unique feature of Wisconsin labor law is parallel jurisdic-
tion by the courts. It has long been legally possible to bring a complaint case before a court instead of
the WERC. But almost no one does. Thus, for that purpose, the "displacement" happened even long
before the starting point of the data series here.
[Vol. 2006
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ings, to the much steeper rise in costs of court trials conjoined with the much
faster (and more consistent) rate of decrease in the trial rate.
The assimilation story, similarly, is present at the WERC from the beginning:
in this "small room" the ALJ-cum-arbitrator-cum-mediator has been a fixture
throughout, and Galanter's notion that "law mingles with other forms of knowl-
edge" is entirely consonant with the notion, at least a hundred years of age, that
handling labor disputes demands a significant level of knowledge of "the law of
the shop" as well as specialized understanding of the politics of collective bargain-
ing, and also of industrial practice. These forms of knowledge explain nothing
about the drop in the trial rate from 1962 onwards, since they have come along
with every assigned member of the WERC staff in every case, for decades before
the data series used here. But their continuous presence, in conjunction with the
small relative size of that drop compared to the courts' experience, may, con-
versely, serve as a backhanded indication that there is something to the assimila-
tion story.
The transformation story applies for similar reasons: when every member of
the WERC staff can safely be described as favoring a decisional process that is
"negotiative, informal, participative and interactive"-even before the data series
began-there is little or no transformation since 1962. Any degree of improved
sophistication of practice is dwarfed by the comparative changes in the courts
described by Galanter and others in this symposium.
That leaves the evolution story. And certainly, WERC practice over the dec-
ades has had its own form of evolution. In particular, there is a strong argument
that the parties who face off against each other in this particular forum are re-
markably stable both in their basic complement-the Police Department of the
City of Milwaukee is not likely to go out of business or to be taken over by a
competitor, and the unions that are active today in Wisconsin are largely either the
same or reconfigurations of those that existed at least by the early 1970s, if not
before-and also, significantly, in the personnel who represent them. In this latter
respect, it is worth noting that anecdotally, there appears to have been a generation
of professionals of about the same age hired-whether by unions, by employers,
by law firms specializing in public-sector labor law, or as neutrals-over a rela-
tively short period of time in the late 1970s and early 1980s, to handle the bur-
geoning caseload as public-sector unions acquired power. This peer group, in a
state not characterized by particularly high levels of job mobility as compared to
elsewhere in the United States, has gradually acquired both increasing skill and
sophistication at their respective substantive roles, and great familiarity with each
other as people, both of which are trends which probably tend to support process
pluralism, development of trust at least among the professionals involved, and
other improved capacities which are likely to reduce the need actually to try the
case that came up today before an ALJ tomorrow.
But it is unnecessary to press such speculation too far. It is sufficient here
merely to note two forms of "bottom line." In the more immediate, the WERC's
experience suggests that when allfive Vanishing Trial stories are either inapplica-
ble or "present at the beginning," the absolute numbers of trials both start and
remain higher. This is a form of "deviant case analysis," but it ends up supporting
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the broad outlines of the Vanishing Trial metastory.41 At longer range, that experi-
ence provides a signpost to potentially fruitful future research. It suggests that the
small rooms of our field are numerous enough that others, with different structures
and circumstances, may have developed a great deal of useful data too. Diligent
scholarship should be able to unearth some with points of similarity and points of
difference both to the one noted here, and to the federal and state courts which
started the Vanishing Trial discussion. It seems to me that only such scholarship
can hope even to approach that isolation of the individual "stories" which is nec-
essary if we are to understand which story is most prevalent and most powerful
under what real-world circumstances. I look forward to seeing what emerges
when scholars find ways to overlay the experience and data from a greater range
of these miniature worlds onto each other.
41. I am indebted to John Lande for pointing out the "deviant case analysis" aspect.
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